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AT A GLANCE

Companies from all Nordic countries have outperformed global peers during the 
crisis brought on by the pandemic, but not equally. We analyzed companies’ 
performance in terms of their Total Shareholder Return (TSR) from January to 
November 2020, and the results show that Nordic companies had 14 percentage 
points higher TSR than their global counterparts. Yet our analysis also reveals that 
Finnish companies systematically underperform their Nordic peers in all industries 
except energy.

Industrial Companies Weigh Down Finland’s Ranking
Of most concern, Finnish industrial goods companies have fallen behind not only 
Nordic peers, but global peers as well. As Finnish industrial companies’ growth and 
profitability development between 2019 and 2020 is actually in line with or even 
above their Nordic counterparts, we need to ask, are these companies acting boldly 
enough to win the future?

Bolder Actions Needed to Fight for the Future
To succeed in this rapidly changing environment, companies must manage two 
efforts together, but on different time horizons, across the full scope of their 
operations: companies must win the current fight and transform to win the future. 
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Finnish companies 
must be bold to win 
the future.

Companies from all Nordic countries have outperformed global peers during 
the crisis brought on by the pandemic, but not on an equal scale. During the first 

phase of COVID-19, we analyzed companies’ performance in terms of their Total 
Shareholder Return (TSR) from January to mid-June 2020. We found that Nordic 
companies demonstrated 3 percentage points greater returns than their global peers, 
indicating a highly effective and viable initial crisis response. Denmark ranked the 
highest, closely followed by Sweden and Finland, while Norwegian companies were 
the hardest hit, with returns below those of their Nordic peers.

Given the prolonged crisis, we extended the analysis to cover the period up to No-
vember 2020. These results show that Nordic companies have accelerated their 
overperformance to an impressive 14 percentage points for the period between Jan-
uary and November. All Nordic countries have continued to outperform their global 
industry peers, and the margin between them has grown. The ranking within the 
Nordics, however, has changed. Swedish companies are now the highest performers, 
while Finnish companies have fallen to the bottom of the list. Our analysis reveals 
that this decline in Finland is mainly driven by industrial goods companies, which 
have fallen behind not only Nordic companies, but also global peers. As a result, a 
critical question needs to be asked: are Finnish industrial companies acting boldly 
enough to transform themselves to be able to win in the future?

Company Performance Continues To Be Industry Driven
Though the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic caused global stock markets to crash 
in the first quarter of 2020, they predominantly recovered to pre-crisis levels by 
June. Our analysis shows that positive development has continued since, and we 
see a clear step change in global TSR, from -1.7% in the period from January to 
June, to 13.8% from January to November. 

Nevertheless, the same disparities among industries’ performance have continued. 
(See Exhibit 1.) Health care continues to thrive, with TSR performance doubling 
from 11% in the period up to June, to 22% up to November. The sharpest improve-
ments have occurred in the consumer sector with 18% returns (-4% in June) and in 
industrial goods with 9% returns (-9% in June). Even the energy sector, which was 
the was worst hit in the period up until June, has improved, though it remains the 
only sector with negative average returns (-2%).

On the Nordic level, improvements in average TSR are even stronger than on the 
global level, jumping from -1.1% in June to 26.7% in November. (See Exhibit 1.) 
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Across industries, Nordic companies’ performance either matches or exceeds their 
global counterparts. The Nordic health care and technology, media, and telecommu-
nications sectors have accelerated the most, with both exhibiting 30 to 40 percent-
age point higher returns than their global peers. And while the Nordic industrial 
goods and energy sectors are also outperforming their peers, the 4 to 6 percentage 
point disparity is less stark. By contrast, the TSR of the Nordic consumer sector has 
lost its lead and is merely in line with its global counterparts at 19% in June. 

All Nordic Nations Outperform Industry Peers, but Rankings 
Change
In order to fully understand the exceptionally strong performance of Nordic compa-
nies, we assessed the contribution of each Nordic nation individually. We calculated 
the relative TSR performance of each industry within each Nordic nation and com-
pared it with the average of its global peers. We then weighted these results with 
each industry’s market capitalization in order to normalize the results for both 
global industry patterns and for the differences in industry mix. (See Exhibit 2.)
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Sources: S&P Capital IQ; BCG analysis.
Note: TSR = total shareholder return. We compared companies’ TSR from January 1 to November 23, 2020. Global sample consists of global 
companies with threshold for size adjusted per country. Nordic sample includes companies with above 100 M€ market capitalization. Both samples 
exclude financial institutions and insurance companies. Figures are rounded.

Exhibit 1 | Step-change in returns, clear industry disparities prevail
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The results are highly encouraging for the Nordics. We see accelerated overperfor-
mance against global peers, increasing to 14 percentage points for the period be-
tween January and November, from the 3 percentage points we observed in June. 
Moreover, in this longer timeframe, we see all the Nordics with returns above their 
global industry peers, and the gap is wider for all Nordic countries. In terms of 
rankings within the Nordics, Sweden has taken the lead, exhibiting 17 percentage 
point returns compared with global peers. Finland has dropped to the bottom, 
showing only 7 percentage point returns in comparison to global peers. And while 
Norway was the worst performer in our June review, it recovered in the months 
since then, and is now showing 13 percentage point returns. Finally, the top per-
former in our June review, Denmark, has continued with strong 11 percentage point 
returns but ranks only third given the improved performance of Sweden and Nor-
way. 

Looking at specific industries, Nordic technology, media, and telecommunications 
companies significantly outperform their global peers, with returns ranging from 
46% (Finland) to 81% (Norway). (See Exhibit 3.) However, the top performing indus-
try is unique to each country: consumer in Sweden, health care in Norway, industri-
al goods in Denmark, and energy in Finland. 

Industrial Companies Weigh Down Finland’s Ranking Among 
Peers
Finland systematically underperforms its Nordic peers. Returns are below the Nor-
dic average in all industries except energy, which has been solely driven by the 
strong performance of Neste. (See Exhibit 4.) Finland’s consumer sector is in line 
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Sources: S&P Capital IQ; BCG analysis.
Note: pp = percentage points; TSR = total shareholder return. Nordic country TSRs compared to global peers are calculated as difference between 
the country and global TSR for each industry. Country totals are derived as weighted average using industry market capitalization as weights. 
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Exhibit 2 | Nordic outperformance against global peers has accelerated
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with Nordic peer performance while health care is 50 percentage points behind Nor-
dic peers, though both sectors have a low impact on Finland’s overall performance 
due to their low share of the Finnish market. On the other hand, Finland’s critically 
important technology, media, and telecommunications sector has fallen 18 percent-
age points behind its Nordic peers (though remaining ahead of global peers).

However, the most worrying aspect of Finland’s performance arises from industrial 
goods companies, which currently exhibit 13 percentage point lower returns (2%) 
than their Nordic peers. This is not only below Nordic peers—Finnish industrial 
goods companies’ performance is 7 percentage points below their global peers. In 
order to understand whether obvious value creation drivers help to explain the situ-
ation, we further analyzed differences in growth and profitability development be-
tween 2019 and 2020. (See Exhibit 5.) Interestingly, Finnish industrials companies’ 
results are in line with or even above those of their Nordic counterparts. Overall, 
across all the Nordic countries, the decline in profits relative to sales decline is sur-
prisingly low, likely due to well executed temporary and short-term response mea-
sures. 

Taking this into account, it appears that Finnish industrial goods companies’ de-
pressed returns are driven by more pessimistic expectations for their resilience and 
longer-term performance, rather than abnormal short-term financial impacts.

Bolder Actions Are Needed to Fight for the Future
To succeed in this rapidly changing environment, companies must manage two ef-
forts together, but on different time horizons, across the full scope of their opera-

Industry Global Nordics Sweden Norway Denmark Finland

Health Care 22% 53% 51% 161% 28% 10%
(13%) (17%) (6%) (2%) (46%) (4%)

Technology, Media, Telecom 17% 57% 57% 81% 66% 46%
(32%) (16%) (23%) (24%) (2%) (17%)

Consumer 18% 19% 29% -2% 16% 18%
(21%) (13%) (17%) (17%) (9%) (7%)

Industrial Goods 9% 13% 17% 1% 31% 2%
(22%) (41%) (53%) (23%) (29%) (47%)

Energy -2% 5% 12% -2% 4% 21%
(12%) (12%) (1%) (34%) (14%) (25%)

Total 14% 27% 30% 22% 25% 16%
100% 100% (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

TSR (%) between Jan-Nov 2020 (share of market capitalization per country (%))

Sources: S&P Capital IQ; BCG analysis.
Note: TSR = total shareholder return. We compared companies’ TSR from January 1 to November 23, 2020. Global sample consists of global 
companies with threshold for size adjusted per country. Nordic sample includes companies with above 100 M€ market capitalization. Both samples 
exclude financial institutions and insurance companies. Figures are rounded.

Exhibit 3 | TSR performance and industry weighting across global and Nordics
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tions: 1.) competing in the pre-vaccine pandemic environment and 2.) repositioning 
the company to thrive in the post-pandemic world. In other words, companies must 
win the current fight and transform to win the future.

Given our findings on Finnish industrial goods companies’ deteriorating perfor-
mance, we ask whether companies are acting boldly enough to transform them-
selves to win in the future. Below are some of the topics most often discussed by 
leaders of Finnish companies, and actions we see prominent companies already ad-
dressing. 

Adjust cost structure permanently. While most are acting on temporary cost 
measures and cuts in investments, we see a broader opportunity to reset compa-
nies’ cost base to shift investments toward winning in the future. First, a crisis can 
justify challenging “legacy structures,” for instance revisiting the supply chain 
footprint or the way in which traditional engineering organizations are run. Second, 
codifying remote and new ways of working can bring down costs such as travel and 
office expenses, but also increase process efficiency.

Accelerate Digital. Digital and AI have been prominent topics in companies’ strate-
gic roadmaps in recent years. While industrial companies have focused heavily on 
digitizing internal processes for efficiency, we now see a real disruption and oppor-
tunity to invest in new solutions for B2B marketing and sales. For instance, empow-
ering a sales force with analytics and digital tools to support remote sales can 
produce substantial gains and reduce the cost per lead. Also, digital has improved 
pricing or optimized promotions to increase revenue by 4% to 6%, while also 
improving EBIT by up to 2 percentage points.
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Exhibit 4 | Finland’s underperformance primarily driven by industrial goods
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Exploit M&A opportunities. During a crisis economy, companies’ performance and 
valuations tend to diverge, which can expand the M&A opportunities—especially 
for larger established players with strong balance sheets. Furthermore, BCG re-
search indicates that two years after an acquisition, the relative total shareholder 
return of deals done in a weak economy exceeded that of strong-economy deals by 
10 percentage points.

Launch holistic transformation program. The degree of change in the economy, 
disruption in many industries, and challenges that companies are facing is unprece-
dented. Stakeholders from employees to investors expect answers about how the 
company is navigating the situation. A holistic and well-managed transformation 
program, covering all aspects of the company, brings much needed transparency, 
and through disciplined execution, delivers results more quickly. To succeed with 
such large change programs, companies should move from crisis management 
teams toward activist transformation teams that can support accountable line 
management.

Become a purposeful organization. During crisis, purpose matters more than ever, 
and companies need to demonstrate their stated purpose is more than just words. A 
strong purpose improves companies’ ability to respond to change by influencing 
how individual employees handle decisions. It also improves the odds of a success-
ful transformation, as employees feel more closely engaged with the purpose and 
can execute it more effectively. Leaders should consistently reinforce corporate 
purpose and its meaning, and they must translate that purpose into action.

%-change in revenue 2019 Q1 -Q3 vs. 2020 Q1 -Q3 

EBIT margin (%) in 2019 and 2020
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Sources: S&P Capital IQ; BCG analysis.
Note: Nordic sample includes companies with above 100 M€ market capitalization and excludes financial 
institutions and insurance companies. Figures are rounded.

Exhibit 5 | Finnish IG financial performance marginally better than  
Nordic peers
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